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-----....THERMODYNAM1cs 
TIHDE EBIAG Heat normally flows from 

: hot to cold. 

The study of heat and its transformation into mechanical 
energy is called thermodynamics. The word thermody-
namics stems from Greek words meaning "movement 

of heat." The science of thermodynamics was developed in 
the mid-1 B00s, before the atomic and molecular nature of 
matter was understood. So far, our study of heat has been 
concerned with the microscopic behavior of jiggling atoms 
and molecules. Now we will see that thermodynamics 
bypasses the molecular details of systems and focuses 
on the macroscopic level-mechanical work, pres-
sure, temperature, and their roles in energy trans-
formation . The foundation of thermodynamics 
is the conservation of energy and the fact 
that heat flows from hot to cold, and not 
the other way around. It provides the basic 
theory of heat engines, from steam tur-
bines to fusion reactors, and the basic theory of 
refrigerators and heat pumps. We begin our study of 
thermodynamics with a look at one of its early con-
cepts-a lowest limit of temperature. 

discover! 
Analyze and Conclude Can Temperature Change Without 

Heat Transfer? 
1. Place a rubber band, loosely looped over 

your index fingers, in contact with your 
upper lip. 

1. Observing Describe what you felt when thed 
rubber band was stretched and the n al/owe 
to contract rapidly. 

2. Quickly stretch the rubber band. 
3. Now let the rubber band contract quickly. 

Do not snap the rubber band . 
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2. Predicting What do you think you would d 
feel if the rubber band were stretched an 
allowed to contract more slowly? h 

h' kt e 3. Making Generalizations Why do yo u t in he 
rate of performing a process may affc c.t t 
outcome of the process? 

st1 



1 Absolute Z ero ,,. . 
I motion of atoms increases, temperature increases. There 

hernia 1· . f - . ,1st to be no upper 11111t O temperature. In contrast, there 1s a defi -
5eetrl~ . t the other end of the tem perature scale. If we continually . 1in11t a I . f . 
111tf • he therma motion° atoms m a substance, the tempera -ea~e t A th th I . deer .11 drop. &J s e erma motion of atoms in a substance 

'"
1 th kin t· f 1ure hes zero, e e IC energy o the atoms approaches zero 

apP:\ernperature of the substance approaches a lower limit. ' 
aod . •t is the absolute zero of temperature. Absolute zero is the ·s hm1 . . 
f ill• wre at which no more ene1 gy can be extracted from a sub-

1pera I I . f . 1et1 d no furt 1er owenng o its temperature is possible This ce an . · 
st.1 11

• temperature 1s 273 degrees below zero on the Celsius scale. 
li1111nngl e was found in the 1800s by experimenters who discovered his va u 
T II gases contract by the same proportion when temperature is 
1hal a d i,., 
d crease • 
e Absolute zero corre_spon_ds to zero degrees on the Kelvin, or ther-

d aml·c scale and 1s written OK (short for "zero kelvin"). Unlike o yn , 
ni C Isius scale, there are no negative numbers on the thermody-
the . e scale. Degrees on the Kelvin scale are the same size as those on 
nam~~lsius scale. Thus, ice melts at 0°C, or 273 K, and water boils at the ac or 373 K. The Kelvin scale was named after the British physi-
JOO L 'rd Kelvin, who coined the word thermodynamics and first sug-c1st o 

ted such a scale. 
ges Figure 24.1 shows the temperature of various objects and phe-

a with respect to absolute zero. At very high temperatures, the nomen . . 
rements of temperature on the Kelvm and Celsms scales are measu 

close to identical. 
CONCEPT: What happens to a substance's temperature as the 
CHECK : motion of its atoms approaches zero? 

think!-----------7 
A sample of hydrogen gas has a temperature of_ 0°C. If the gas is heated 
until its molecules have doubled their average kineti c ene rgy (the gas 
has twice the absolute temperature), what will be its temperature in 
degrees Celsius? A nswer: 24. 1 

FIGURE 24.1 r 
The figure shows the abso-
lute temperatures of va rious 
objects and phenomena. 

HYDROGEN BOMB 
100000000 K 

CENTER OF THE SUN 
20 000000 K 

50 000 K 

SURFACE OF A HOT STAR 

20 000 K 
PLASMA 

SURFACE OF THE SUN - 6000 K 

ALL MOLECULES 
HAVE BROKE"! UP ; 4300 K 

NO SOLIDS OR UQUIOS 
CARBON ARC! LAMP - 4000K 

D 1800K 

IRON MELTS 
r-.:, SOOK 

zoo·c L ' TIN MEL TS 

-400 K 

1oo·c WATER BOILS 

300K ICE o·c 273 K MELTS 
AMMONIA 

BOILS 
-1oo•c 200 K 

...._ DRY ICE 
VAPORIZES 

100K 
-200-c - OXYGEN 

BOILS 
-273"C HELIUM SOILS 

OK 
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Looking for a diet 
plan? Burn more 
calories than you 
consume. This is the 
only diet plan firmly 
based on the first 
law of thermodynam-
ics-and guaranteed 
to work! 

FIGURE 24.2 
Paddle-wheel apparatus 
first used to compare heat 
energy with mechanical 
energy. As the weights 
fall, they give up potential 
energy and warm the water 
accordingly. This was first 
demonstrated by James 
Joule, for whom the unit of 
energy is named. 
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24.2 First Law of Thermodynaniics 
In the eighteenth century, he~t was thought to be ~n invisible flui 
called caloric, which flowed hk~ w~te'. from ~ot obJe~ts to cold d 
b. t Caloric was conserved m its mteracttons, a discovery th o Jec s. . I h 1840 . a11 t the law of conservation of energy. n t e s, using the ap ed 
o . . t J J 1 d Pa-ratus shown in Figure 24.2, sC1ent1s ames ou e emonstrated th 

the flow of heat was nothing more than the flow of energy itself ;t 
caloric theory of heat was gradually abandoned. 24

·
2
·
1 Today We v.' he 

. h b iew heat as a form of energy. Energy can ne1t er e created nor dest 
The first law of thermodynamics is the law of conservatioroyed. 

fi I n of energy applied to thermal systems .. (i1 The rst aw of ~ermody. 
nainics states that whenever heat IS added to a system, It transc 

c f ior111s to an equal amount of some other 1orm o energy. 

Heat By system, we mean any group of atoms, molecules, particles 
or objects we wish to deal with. The system may be the steam in a ' 
steam engine, the whole Earth's atmosphere, or even the body of a 
living creature. It is important to define what is contained within 
the system as well as what is outside of it. If we add heat energy 
to the steam in a steam engine, to Earth's atmosphere, or to the 
body of a living creature, these systems will be able to do work on 
external things. This added energy does one or both of two things: 
( 1) increases the internal energy of the system if it remains in the 
system and (2) does external work if it leaves the system. So, the first 
law of thermodynamics states 

Heat added = . increase in + external work done 
mternal energy by the system 

Let's say you put an air-filled, rigid, airtight can on a hotplate and 
add a certain amount of energy to the can. Caution: Do not actually 
do this. Since the can has a fixed volume, the walls of the can don't 
move, so no work is done. All of the heat going into the can increases 
the internal energy of the enclosed air, so its temperature rises. 



discover! 
you Feel the Heat? 

cao . kly rub your palms together. 
1. Brhis t happens to the temperature 

W a ? 
i of your palms . . 
I Th' k You see that work can easily 

2- '"onverted into thermal energy. 
be c b ·1 
C 

thermal energy e as eas1 y 
an k? verted into wor . con ____________ _: _ ___:~~~_J 

Now suppose instead_ that we replace the can with a balloon. This 
. as the air is heated It expands, exerting a force for some distance 

11n1e, • . 
the surroundmg atmosphere. Smee some of the heat added to the 

on ooes into doing work, less of the added heat goes into increas-
a1r o d . , . 1 in" the enclose airs mterna energy. Can you see that in this second 
sit:ation the temperature of the enclosed air will be lower because 
some of the energy added to the system goes to work outside the sys-
tem? The first law of thermodynamics makes good sense. 

When a given quantity of heat is supplied to a steam engine, 
some of this heat increases the internal energy of the steam and the 
rest is transformed into mechanical work as the steam pushes a pis-
ton outward. That is, heat input equals the increase in internal energy 
plus the work output. The first law of thermodynamics is simply the 
thermal version of the law of conservation of energy. 

Work Adding heat is not the only way to increase the internal 
energy of a system. If we set the "heat added" part of the first law to 
zero, we will see that changes in internal energy are equal to the work 
done on or by the system.24·2·2 If work is done on a system-com-
pressing it, for example-the internal energy will increase. The tem-
perature of the system rises without any heat input. On the other 
hand, if work is done by the system-expanding against its surround-
ings, for example-the system's internal energy will decrease. With no 
heat extracted, the system cools. 

Consider a bicycle pump. When we pump on the handle, the 
pump becomes hot. Why? Because we are putting mechanical work 
into the system and raising its internal energy. If the process happens 
qui~kly enough, so that very little heat is conducted from the system 
durmg compression, then nearly all of the work input will go into 
increasing internal energy, significantly raising the air's temperature. 
CONCEPT : . CHECK ! What does the first law of thermodynamics state? 

- think!-~ 
If 10 J of energy is added 
to a system that does no 
external work, by how 
much will the internal 
energy of that system 
be raised? 
Answer: 24.2 
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RGl9120 1&. 

24.3 Adiabatic Processes 
\•"-- is rompressed or expanded so that no heat ent 

HKU a gas .d be di b . ers 
0 L-- . ""-tHn the process is sa1 to a a atic ( Greek , r ~IIC>llv; -~• _ j 1or 

... ibk"). Adiabatic changes ot vo ume can ?e achieved b 
~-the process rapidly so that heat has httle tirne t Y 
t""-U""ll.Ul15 . F. 2 ) o ent or le-.n~ (as hith the bicycle pump m 1gure 4.3 , or by ther er 

d. ( .th I l!Ja]J insubting a system from its surroun mgs w1 po ystyrene foa y 
for ex2mple). !JJ, 

A o)mmon example of a ne~ adiabati_c process is the collJ. 
nn><.uAn and eJ=nsion of gases m the cylinders of an autolll b· r-~ ··r- . d O ile 

shown in Figure 24.4. Compression an expansion oc . _.-~, . d h . cur in 

«:re: or a p.;r-:c; oy 
O!!!!Ssrg Ol!llar a:- t:r-1= 
ar:c :?:e ar is werr-...ec._ 

nn&r a few hundredths of a secon , too s ort a tune for appre . b ......... , . b C!a le heat energy to lea,-e the combust:10n cham er. For very high co!JJ. 
pressions, like those in a diesel engine, the temperatures achiev d 
high enough to ignite a fuel mixture without the use of a sparke 

1
:re 

Diesel engines have no spark plugs. p 

INTAKE 

a 1-,_ i.a-ar ~ix-
~ · Mis t--.e 
de; C-t.E: pst.cr-, 
::--~oo.er~ 

fl6URE 2.4A -' 

COMPRESSION 

h. The piston 
mcM:S up and 
ccmpresses the 
mixtur-e-a&aban-
cai,,. since no heat 
~occurs. 

IGNITION 

c. The spark plug 
fires, ignites the 
mixture, and raises 
its temperature. 

POWER STROKE EXHAUST 

d. Adiabatic expan- e. The burned 
sion pushes the gases are pushed 
piston downward- out the exhaust 
the power stroke. valve, and the cycle 

repeats. 

0.--e qt!k rd a fooir-st.roh; 
~=~aigne 
& ffi<CJIOr ;Jx,,,,e, 

When work is done on a gas by adiabatically compressing 
it, the gas gains internal energy and becomes warmer. When a gas 
adiabatically expands, it does work on its surroundings and gives 
up internal energy, and thus becomes cooler. Recall the activity in 
Chapter 22 of blowing on your hand with puckered lips so vour 
breath expands as it leaves your mouth, repeated here in Figure 24.S. 
Your breath is considerably cooler than when blown withou t expao<l-
ing from your wide-open mouth. 
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r,d Temperature Air temperature may be changed by 
~ecit O r subtracting heat, by changing the pressure of the air, or by 
:1dd111~~at rnaY be added by_ solar radiation, by long-wave Earth radia-
both· 10isture condensation, or by contact with the warm ground. 
· fl by n db d ' · vo ' y be subtracte Y ra 1at1on to space, by evaporation of rain 
' ;itI11a d . b . 11\ through ry alf, or y co_ntact with cold surfaces. 

fa1\tere are many at~1osp~enc processes, usually involving time 
fa day or less, m which the amount of heat added or sub-

scales o II II h h · dis very sma -sma enoug t at the process is nearly adia-
rracte . . . . . Jn this case, an mcrease 111 pressure will cause an increase in 
bane. d . " ' h rature, an vice versa. vve t en have the adiabatic form of the 
re01Pe 
first law: 

Change in air temperature - pressure change 

pressure a~d Temperature_ Adiabatic processes in the atmo-
here occur 111 large masses of aJr that have dimensions on the 

sp der of kilometers. We'll call these large masses of air blobs. Due to 
or . . fd'" their large size, m1X111g o 1uerent temperatures or pressures of air 
occurs only at their edges and doesn't appreciably alter the overall 
composition of the blobs. A blob behaves as if it were enclosed in 
a giant, tissue-light garment bag. As a blob of air flows up the side 
of a mountain, its pressure lessens, allowing it to expand and cool. 
The reduced pressure results in reduced temperature, as shown in 
Figure 24.6. Measurements show that the temperature of a blob of 
dry airdrops by 10°C for each I-kilometer increase in altitude (or for 
a decrease in pressure due to a I-kilometer increase in altitude). Air 
flowing over tall mountains or rising in thunderstorms or cyclones 
may change elevation by several kilometers. So if a blob of dry air at 
ground level with a comfortable temperature of 25°C rose to 6 kilo-
meters, its temperature would be a frigid -35°C. On the other hand, 
if air at a typical temperature of -20°C at an altitude of 6 kilometers 
descended to the ground, its temperature would be a roasting 40°C. 

think!------------
a blob of air initially at o•c expands adiabat ically while flowing upward 

alongside a mountain a vertical distance of 1 km, what will its temperature 
be? When it has risen 5 km? 
Answer: 24.3.1 

Imagine a giant dry-cleaner's garment bag full of air at a temperature of 
-10'C floating like a balloon with a string hanging from it 6 km above the 
ground. If you were able to yank it suddenly to the ground, what would its 
approximate temperature be? 
Answer: 24. 3.2 
----------- - -------------

FIGURE 24.S A 
Blow warm air onto your 
hand from your wide-open 
mouth. Now reduce the 
opening between your lips 
so the air expands as you 
blow. Adiabatic expansion-
the air is cooled. 

4km 

-5° • 3 km 

2 km 

1 km 

GROUND 2s·c 

FIGURE 24.6 A 
The temperature of a blob 
of dry air that expands adia-
batically changes by about 
10°C for each kilometer of 
elevation . 
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FIGURE 24. 7 
Chinooks, warm dry winds, 
occur when high-altirude air 
descends and is adiabatically 
warmed. 

-r~~ -

~ -

,_ "':'-''-~"!-:.~ ·'¢" -~- ..... --

FIGURE 24.8 A 
A thunderhead is the result 
of the rapid adiabatic cool-
ing of a rising mass of moist 
air. Its energy comes from 
condensation and freezing 
of water vapor. 
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A dramatic example of this adiabatic warmin~ is the chi nook-
. d that blows down from the Rocky Mountams across the G 

a wm f th . reat Plains. Cold air moving down the slopes o e mount_ains is corn. 
pressed by the atmosphere into a small:r volume and I~ ~PPreciabj 
warmed, as shown in Figure 24.7. In this way commumt1es in the Y 
paths of chi nooks experience relativ~ly warm wea_ther _in '.11idwinter. 
The effect of expansion or compression on gases 1s qmte impres-
sive. 20 It can even create thunderheads like the one in Figure 24_

8
_ 

CONCEPT : What is the effect of adiabatic compression on 
CHECK l a gas? 

24.4 Second and Third Laws of 
Thermodynamics 

If we place a hot brick next to a cold brick, heat flows from the hot 
brick to the cold brick until both bricks arrive at a common tem-
perature: thermal equilibrium. No energy will be destroyed, in accord 
with the first law of thermodynamics. But pretend the hot brick takes 
heat from the cold brick and becomes hotter. Would this violate the 
first law of thermodynamics? No, because energy is still conserved in 
the process. But it would violate the second law of thermodynamics. 
The second law of thermodynamics describes the direction of heat 
flow in natural processes. & The second law of thermodynamics 
states that heat will never of itself flow from a cold object to a hot 
object. 

Heat flows one way, from hot to cold. In winter, heat flows from 
inside a warm heated home to the cold air outside. In summer, heat 
flows from the hot air outside into the home's cooler interior. Heat 
can be made to flow the other way, but only by imposing exter-
nal effort-as occurs with heat pumps that move heat from cooler 
outside air into a home's warmer interior, or air conditioners that 
remove heat from a cool interior to warmer air outside. Without 
external effort, the direction of heat flow is from hot to cold. 



rtiere is a huge amount of internal energy in the ocean but all 
. nerg)' cannot be used to light a single flashlight lamp ~ithout 

1h 15 e al effort. Energy will not of itself flow from the lower-tempera-
,~rern an to the higher-temperature lamp filament 

h·dz ,, . 
ill Tl ere is also at ir aw 01 thermody namics, which restates what 

-e\re ;earned about the lowest limit of temperature: 110 system can 
" ·h absolute zero. 
r,acAS investigat?rs attempt to reach this lowest temperature, it 

ornes more difficult to get closer to it. Physicists have been able to 
beC d temperatures that are less than a millionth of 1 kelvin-but 
recor 

er as [ow as O K. 
0ev 
coHCEPT : What does the second law of thermodynamics 
CHECK : state about heat flow? 

z4.S Heat Engines and the 
Second Law 

It is easy to change work completely into heat-simply rub your 
hands together briskly. Or push a crate at constant speed along a 
floor. All the work you do in overcoming friction is completely con-
v,rted to heat. But the reverse process, changing heat completely into 
il"Ofk, can never occur. The best that can be done is the conversion of 
some heat to mechanical work. The first heat engine to do this was 
the steam engine, invented in about 1700. 

Heat Engine Mechanics A heat engine is any device that 
changes internal energy into mechanical work. The basic idea behind 
a heat engine, whether a steam engine, internal combustion engine, 
or jet engine, is that mechanical work can be obtained only when heat 
flows from a high temperature to a low temperature. In every heat 
engine only some of the heat can be transformed into work. 

In considering heat engines, we talk about reservoirs. We picture a 
"high-temperature reservoir" as vast, something from which we can 
extract heat without cooling it down. Likewise we picture a "low-tem-
perature reservoir" as something that can absorb heat without itself 
warming up. Heat flows out of a high-temperature reservoir, into the 
heat engine, and then into a low-temperature reservoir, as shown in 
Figure 24.9. Every heat engine will (1) increase its internal energy by 
absorbing heat from a reservoir of higher temperature, (2) convert 
iorne of this energy into mechanical work, and (3) expel the remain-
ing energy as heat to some lower-temperature reservoir. In a gasoline 
engine, for example, ( 1) the burning fuel in the combustion chamber 
15. the high-temperature reservoir, (2) mechanical work is done on the 

Absolute zero isn't the 
coldest you can reach. 
It's the coldest you 
can hope to approach. 
(Researchers have been 
within a billionth of 
a degree of absolute 
zero.) 

FIGURE 24.9 T 
When heat energy flows in 
any heat engine from a 
high-temperature place to a 
low-temperature place, part 
of this energy is transformed 
into work output. 

IN 
H 

EN I 

HE ~ DONE 

PISlon, and (3) the expelled energy goes out as exhaust. 
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Engines drive civiliza-
tion. The first were 
steam engines, still in 
use today. 
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According to the second law of thermodynamics 
• an convert all heat input to mechanical energy 0'uno heat engme c , d . tput 

Only some of the heat can be trans1orn:e mto work, with the · 
remainder expelled in the process. Applied to heat engines th 

k . d b h . , ese ond law states that when wor is one ya eat engme running c-
between two temperatures, Tho1 and Tcold ' only_ some of the input h 
at r can be converted to work, and the rest 1s expelled as h eat 

~I 
r ,old ' h. h b d . b 

There is always helatde_xhaul st, wd JC may Ide ~SJra le or undesir. 
able. Hot steam expel e m a aun ry on a co wmter day may 
be quite desirable, while the same stea~ on a ~ot summer day 
is something else. When expelled heat 1s undesirable, we call it 
thermal pollution. 

Heat Engine Efficiency Before the second law was understood . 
l fr . . h . Id 'it was thought that a very- ow- 1Ct1on eat engme cou convert nearly 

all the input energy to useful work. But not so. In 1824 the French 
engineer Sadi Carnot carefully analyzed the cycles of compression 
and expansion in a heat engine and made a fundamental discovery. 
He showed that the upper fraction of heat that can be converted 
to useful work, even under ideal conditions, depends on the tem-
perature difference between the hot reservoir and the cold sink. The 
Carnot efficiency, or ideal efficiency, of a heat engine is the ideal 
maximum percentage of input energy that the engine can convert to 
work. The equation for the ideal efficiency is given as follows: 

r, - T Ideal efficiency = hot cold 
Thot 

Th is the temperature of the hot reservoir and T 
11 

is the tem-ot CO( 

perature of the cold. Ideal efficiency depends only on the te111 perature 
difference between input and exhaust. Whenever ratios of trmpera-
tures are involved, the absolute temperature scale must be used. 

Fuel Cells and Electric Vehicles One of the attractions of fuel cells, 
and of electric vehicles in general, is that they are not heat engines-their 
efficiencies are not limited by the Carnot cycle constraints of the second 
law. While the efficiency of an engine that burns (combusts) fuel will always 
be limited by the temperature difference between the cylinder and the 

1 exhaust, fuel cells and batteries have no such thermal constraints. Fuel eel 5 

running on pure hydrogen can be as much as 80% efficient in converting 
chemical energy to electrical energy. Watch the growth of fuel -cell 
technology and electric automobiles. 



-,, and T cold are expressed in kelvins. For example when the 
501 110,.. b' . , 

rvo1r !11 a steam tur me is 400 K (127cc) and the sink is ';~~ ;5tz7°C), the ideal efficiency is 

· ( 400 K - 300 K) 1 
400K = 4 

. eans that even under ideal conditions only 2so¾o of the , 
. al energy of the steam can be converted into work, while the 
intern O¾ . ll d Th. . •ning 75 o is expe e as waste. 1s 1s why steam is superheated ~Af . • 

I . h temperatures m steam engmes and power plants The 
{O Jig d . . . 
higher the steam te~perature nvmg a m~tor or turbogenerator, 
the higher th~ efficiency of power pro~uct10n. (Increasing operating 

perature !11 the example to 600 K yields an efficiency of ;:o K - 300 K)/600 K = 1/2, twice the efficiency at 400 K.) 

601 LER. ·.-: . .. · . ... ..- H 16H- PRESSURE :-:· ... _ rtr- · · .. ·· . STEAM 

Hi6H-TEMPER/ffiJRE I 
Hl6H- PRESSURE 

WATER 

666 

PUMP 

INPU 
T -.: : ; .. · ...,..TURBINE 

HOT · ·,, . •. :·,--, . , . 
'• . . : . . . . .. . . 
, . - ... 

OU1PUT . . LOW-PRESSURE 
T,.oLO STEAM 

. CONDENSER : 

Heat Engine Physics We can see the role of temperature differ-
ence between heat reservoir and sink in the operation of the steam-
turbine engine in Figure 24.10. Steam from the boiler is the hot 

- think!---, 
What is the ideal effi-
ciency of an engine if 
both its hot reservoir and 
exhaust are the same 
temperature-say 400 K? 
Answer: 24.5 

FIGURE 24.10 
A steam turbine turns 
because high-temperature 
steam from the boiler exerts 
more pressure on the front 
side of the turbine blades 
than the low-temperature 
steam exerts on the back 
side of the blades. Without 
a pressure difference, the 
turbine would not turn . 

reservoir while the sink is the exhaust region after the steam passes 
through the turbine. The hot steam exerts pressure and does work on 
the turbine blades when it pushes on their front sides. This is nice. But 
itearn pressure is not confined to the front sides of the blades; steam 
Pressure is also exerted on the back sides of the blades-countereffec-
tive and not so nice. A pressure difference across the blades is vital, for 
it causes the turbine to keep spinning, allowing it to do work. (If pres-
:~res were the same on both the front and the back of the blades, no 
·•ork wou ld be d ) M~ 

hr, 
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Biological systems 
are enormously com-
plex, and while living, 
never reach thermal 
equilibrium. 

discover! 
What Can Air Do to a Can? 
1. Put a small amount of water in an 

aluminum soft drink can and heat it 
on the stove until steam issues from 
the opening. 

2. With a pair of tongs, invert the can 
into a pan of water. Observe what 
happens to the can. 

3. Think What role did condensation 
play in what happened to the can? 

11 

How do you get a pressure difference? By condensing the ste 
the pressure on the back sides is greatly reduced. We know that ;: 
confined steam, temperature and pressure go hand in hand-in . crease temperature and you mcrease pressure; decrease temperature and 
decrease pressure. So the pressure difference necessary for the opetu 
tion of a heat engine is directly related to the temperature differenc: 
between the heat source and the exhaust. The greater the temperature 
difference, the greater the efficiency.24·5·1 

Carnot's equation states the upper limit of efficiency for all heat 
engines. The higher the operating temperature ( compared with 
exhaust temperature) of any heat engine, whether in an ordinary 
automobile, a nuclear-powered ship, or a jet aircraft, the higher the 
efficiency of that engine. In practice, friction is always present in all 
engines, and efficiency is always less than ideal.24·5·2 So whereas fric-
tion is solely responsible for the inefficiencies of many devices, in 
the case of heat engines, the overriding concept is the second law of 
thermodynamics; only some of the heat input can be converted to 
work-even without friction. 

CONCEPT: How does the second law of thermodynamics 
CHECK: apply to heat engines? 

FIGURE 24.11 
Try to push a heavy crate 
across a rough floor and 
all your work will go into 
heating the floor and 
crate. Work against fric-
tion turns into disorga-
nized energy. 



~f'' -
, •• , order Ten~s to D isorder 

t laW of thermodynanucs states that energy can be neither cre-
'fhe firs destroyed. The second law adds that whenever energy trans-

,i oor . d . 
~teu rne of 1t egenerates mto waste heat, unavailable to do work. 

ris so h. . th t · d fort 'er way to say t IS IS a orgamze , usuable energy degenerates 
Afloth_ rganized, nonusable energy. The energy of gasoline is in an 
iJ! IO ~sod and usable form. When gasoline burns in an automobile ..m1n1ze . 
01i;-:- e, part of 1ts energy does u_seful work such as moving the pistons, 
efl~f the energy heats the engme and surroundings, and part of the 
part oes out the exhaust- Useful energy degenerates to nonuseful 
ener~ ;d is unavailab~e for doing the same work again. 
for~rganized energy 111 the ~or'? of electricity that goes into electric 
. ·n homes and office bmldmgs degenerates to heat energy. This hghtS I f h . . . incipal source O eatmg 111 many office buildings in moderate ,sa pr h T . p . . . tes such as t e ransamenca yram1d m San Francisco All of chr113 ' • · 
h electrical energy 111 the lamps, even the part that briefly exists in 
~: form of light, tur?s into heat ~nergy, which is used to warm the 
buildings (that explams why the lights are on most of the time). This 

ergy is degenerated and has no further use. 
en We see that the quality of energy is lowered with each trans-
formation. Organized energy tends to disorganized forms. In this 
broader regard, the second law can be stated another way: @ Natural 
systems tend to pr~ceed toward a state of gr~ter disord~r. . 

Imagine that m a corner of a room sits a closed Jar filled with 
argon gas atoms. When the lid is removed, the argon atoms move in 
haphazard directions, eventually mixing with the air molecules in the 
room. This is what we would expect-the system moves from a more 
ordered state (argon atoms concentrated in the jar) to a more disor-
dered state (argon atoms spread evenly throughout the room). 

You would not expect the argon atoms to spontaneously order 
themselves back into the jar to return to the more ordered contain-
ment. This is because compared with the immense number of ways 
the argon atoms can randomly move, the chance of them returning 
to such an ordered state is practically zero. 

Disordered energy can be changed to ordered energy only at the 
expense of work input. For example, plants can assemble sugar mol-
ecules from less organized carbon dioxide and water molecules only 
by using energy input from sunlight. But without some imposed 
work input, no increase in order occurs. 

In the broadest sense, the message of the second law is that the 
ten<lency of the universe, and all that is in it, tends to disorder. 

(ff1EPT ( What happens to the orderly stat e of any 
CK : natural system? 
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FIGURE 24.12 A 
The Transamerica® Pyramid 
and some other buildings 
are heated by electric light-
ing, which is why the lights 
are on most of the time. 

~ ·· .. · 

.I 

FIGURE 24.13 .& 
Argon gas goes from the jar 
to the air and not the other 
way around. 
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"How do you unscram-
ble an egg?" Answer: 
"Feed it to a chicken." 
But even then you 
won't get your 
original egg back. 
Making eggs takes 
energy and increases 
entropy. 

FIGURE 24.14 
This run-down house 
demonstrates entropy. 
Without continual 
maintenance, the 
house will eventually 
fall apart. 

for: Links on entropy 
I 

Visit: I www.Scilinks.org I 
. we_b_Code~ I csn - ~-'. _2407 _j 
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24.7 Entropy 
The idea of ordered energy tending to disordered energy . 

f 24 7 i E t . th is en-ib in the conc~pt O entropy. . · · d n _ropy 1s . e measu_re of the Odierj 
of disorder m a system. D1sor er mcreases, entropy inc atn_0,. 

f th rease "llt According to the second law o ermodynamics, in tht 
run, the entropy of a system always increases for natural :0 ng 
Gas molecules escaping from a bottle move from a relaf 1P 0 cesse . d ive Yo d s. state to a disorderly state. Orgamze structures in time b r erty 

· 1 ft h 1 econ-i ct· organized messes. Thmgs e to t emse ves run down, such e is. 
house in Figure 24.14. Whenever a physical system is allow ;s the 
tribute its energy freely, it always does so such that entrap/ to dis. 
while the available energy of the system for doing work de increases 

all . . h . 1 creases Entropy norm y mcreases mp ys1ca systems. Howeve · 
there is work input, as in living organisms, entropy decrease~. :en 
living things, from bacteria to trees to human beings, extract 1 

fr th . d. d . . h energy . om ~ir surro~n . mgs an ?se it_ to 1_ncrease _t eir own organiza-
t10n. This order m hfe forms 1s mamtamed by mcreasing entro 
elsewhere, so for the system "life forms plus their waste produc~:,, 
there is still a net increase in entropy. 24

·7·2 Energy must be trans-
formed into the living system to support life. When it is not, the 
organism soon dies and tends toward disorder. 

The first law of thermodynamics is a universal law of nature for 
which no exceptions have been observed. The second law, howeve~Je 
is a probability statement. Disordered states are much more pro~~ 
than ordered states. Given enough time, even the most improba e 

. 1 · crease. states may occur; entropy may sometimes spontaneous Y Ge uid 
Although theoretically the haphazard motions of air molecules c;ar· 
momentarily become harmonious in a corner of the room, 0~ a or 
relful of pennies dumped on the floor could all come up h~a ~, the 
a breeze might come into a messy room and make it organize ll . 
odds of these things actually occurring are infinitesimally srna 
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FIGURE 24.15 
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These situations are possible-but so highly improbable that 
are never observed. The second law tells us the most probable 

tbeY e of events-not the only possible one. 
cours f th d . . 

The laws o ermo yn,amics are sometimes put this way: You 
'twin (because you cant get any more energy out of a system 

~an you put in), you can,t b~eak even (because you can,t even get as 
uch energy out as you put m), and you can,t get out of the game 111 h . . al . (entropy int e umverse 1s ways mcreasing). 

c1,,· 
~;ECK i What always happens to the entropy of systems? 

Thermodynamics and Thermal Pollution 

The motto of this contrac-
tor-" Increasing entropy is 
our business"-is appropri-
ate because by knocking 
down the building, the con-
tractor increases the disor-
der of the structure . 

A modern electric power plant, though large and 
complex, can be approximated as a simple heat 
engine. The power plant uses heat from the burn-
ing of coal, oil, gas, or heat from nuclear fission to 
do work turning electric generators. In this process, 
it also produces waste heat as an inevitable con-
sequence of the second law of 

discharged into the air can contribute to weather 
changes. Thermal pollution is unlike chemical pol-
lution, since chemical pollution can be reduced by 
various methods. The only way to manage thermal 
pollution is to spread waste heat over areas large 
enough to absorb it without significantly increasing 

thermodynamics. This waste 
heat is sometimes called thermal 
pollution because, like chemical 
wastes, it pollutes the environ-
ment. 

Waste heat discharged into wa-
terways can raise temperatures 
of aquatic environments enough 
to kill organisms and disrupt 
ecosystems. Waste heat 

temperatures. Conservation 
and efficient technology are 
absolutely crucial to the health 
of our planet. 

Critical Thinking Explaln how 
the second law of thermody-
namics tells us that it is impos-
sible to produce usable e nergy 
with zero environmental impact. 
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~ a ASSESS ~ -------------
,~eek concepts ..... . 

tion 24·1 
5ec . f h What is the meanmg o t e Greek words 
1• fro!11 which we get the word thermo-

. 7 dy11a1111cs. 

7 
Is the study of thermodynamics con-

•. cerned primarily with microscopic or 
macroscopic processes? 

3
. What is the lowest possible temperature 
on the Celsius scale? On the Kelvin scale? 

4. What is the temperature of melting ice 
in kelvins? Of boiling water? 

Section 24.2 
5. How does the law of the conservation of 

energy relate to the first law of thermo-
dynamics? 

6. What happens to the internal energy of 
a system when work is done on it? What 
happens to its temperature? 

] IATL • . vvuat IS the 1 . h' dd re ations ip between heat 
a ed to a sy t d h . and s em an t e internal energy 

external work done by the system? 

8. If work is done adiabatically on a sys-
tem, will the internal energy of the system 
increase or decrease? If work is done by a 
system, will the internal energy of the sys-
tem increase or decrease? 

Section 24.3 
9. What condition is necessary for a pro-

cess to be adiabatic? 

10. What happens to the temperature of air 
when it is adiabatically compressed? When 
it adiabatically expands? 

11. What generally happens to the tempera-
ture of rising air? 

12. What generally happens to the tempera-
ture of sinking air? 

Section 24.4 
13. How_ does the second law of thermody-

namics relate to the direction of heat flow? 

Section 24.5 
14. Wh~t three processes occur in every heat 

engme? 

15. What is thermal pollution? 

16. If all friction could be removed fr h . om a eat 
engme, would it be 100% efficient? Explain. 

17. Wh~t is the ideal efficiency of a heat 
engme that operates with its hot reservoir at 
500 K and its sink at 300 K? 

18. Wh~ are heat engines intentionally run 
at high operating temperatures? 
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Section 24.6 
d. ( guish 19. Give at least two examples to is in . d 

between organized energy and disorganize 
energy. 

20. How much of the electrical energy trans-
formed by a common lightbulb becomes 

. heat energy? 

21. With respect to orderly and disorderly 
states, what do natural systems tend to do? 
Can a disorderly state ever transform to an 
orderly state? Explain. 

Section 24. 7 
22. What is the physicist's term for a mea-

sure of messiness? 

23. Under what condition can entro 
d . PY ecrease 1n a system? 

24. What is the relationship between the 
second law of thermodynamics and 
entropy? 

25. Distinguish between the first . , second 
and third laws of thermodyna . . ' 
of whether or not exceptions mies in terms occur. 
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